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INSIGHTS
SAP INTEGRATED BUSINESS PLANNING (IBP):

Titan and SAP IBP Starter Edition – The Best Way to Stand up IBP
One of SAP’s best-kept secrets is SAP IBP Starter Edition. For a
minimal monthly software fee, you can license SAP IBP Starter
Edition and get it up and running in a POC environment in two
to three months.
See how our IBP consultants have helped customers get the
most out of their SAP investment. In this article, we will share
the business case, justification, high-level project plan and the
sprints performed to achieve standing up IBP in the shortest
possible time.

Starter Edition FAQs, click here https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/
pages/viewpage.action?pageId=448474511
The following is how we
leveraged the IBP Starter
Edition to jump-start a
client’s IBP project. This
model should also work
for you.

Some
Background:

What is SAP IBP Starter Edition?
The SAP Starter Edition is a fully functional SAP cloud-hosted
version of IBP with certain restrictions. The Starter Edition
provides the SAP Best Practices for IBP for all modules in IBP:
Demand Planning, Sales and Operations Plan, Supply Planning,
Inventory, and Response and Supply.
The benefit of the Starter Edition is that it can be ‘activated’
after the POC and become a Production system without
reconfiguration-deployment, or re-work.
The primary limitation of the Starter Edition is that it can’t
be linked to a production system, i.e., ECC or S/4HANA.
However, some customers have used flat files to share
information between IBP Starter Edition and their production
systems. This is not a long-term solution for scale. We often
find that the CPI integration justifies the IBP solution,
Enterprise Edition, and the production version.
With a low software investment cost and an agile implementation
methodology that promotes quick wins and fast learning, the
Starter Edition is a fantastic way to kick-off your supply chain
planning and optimization transformation project. For specific
information on SAP IBP, click here https://d.dam.sap.com/a/
nUUyr/1Pager_IBP_supply_chain_2018.pdf. To see the IBP

The client
is a global
manufacturer of extruded
products selling to telecoms, oil and gas
companies, and irrigation and cable companies. Their products
split between Make-to-Stock and Make-to-Order sales order
processing. Approximately 70% of their sales orders are Make-toOrder built with complex variant configuration rules and product
characteristics: length, diameter, thickness, finish, color, labeling,
and more.
The current demand planning process was MS Excel-based and
took many weeks to compile, rationalize, and harmonize for the
next time horizon, a 6-month window. There was also significant
tribal knowledge at the plant locations and limited collaboration
with the sales teams that skew the actual production mix and
sales forecasts.
Performing the exercise more frequently was prohibitive due to
the time to compile the data. However, this causes unacceptable
lead times, high-risk of excessive or incorrect inventory, and
unpredictable revenue and margin models beyond the current
month.
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Ultimately, the choice for the 1st product segment sprint
was a combination of the most representative product model
combined with the best available sales and production data.

The goals of the project were to:
1. Organize a standard set of planning rules for all
		 product segments
2. Improve global planning analytics and predictability
		 to smooth our labor and material variability
3. Integrate financial analysis into the planning process
4. Implement governance by region, product segment,
		 and location

The Outcomes of our POC
The POC intends to pilot the standard SAP Integrated Business
Planning (IBP) Demand Planning functionality configured to
support the client’s demand planning processes. We used their
Master and Transactional data sourced from SAP ECC and
Salesforce solutions via flat-file uploads.

Agile and Sprints are the Way to Go!
The CIO sponsored the project and he insisted upon
using sprints in an agile methodology. His Supply Chain
transformation roadmap focused on standardizing and
harmonizing their systems into standard rules and models
that integrate into their global ECC architecture.

The POC is a relevant subset of the full implementation so that
users not only get a sense of IBP-DP capabilities and functionality,
but begin to become proficient with the tool, allowing them to hitthe-ground-running for the realization phase.

SAP IBP and the Starter Edition was tagged to jump-start the
project using sprints based on the different product segments.
We used a two-phased approach. Phase 1 focused on the Proofof-Concept (POC) and Phase 2 centered on Realization and
integration to the production environment.

A final element of our POC also considered future IBP
components in addition to Demand Planning. The relevance
impacts our decision of these IBP modules. The lower levels
of detail provided by Supply Planning and Inventory helped
support our Finance team’s requirements.

IBP nicely supports the collaborative nature of sprints, scrums,
and the iterative requirements of demand planning. The 1st
product sprint naturally takes longer than subsequent sprints
due to the learning curve and validating business rules,
assumptions, and data sources. The following Gantt chart
shows the sequence and duration of the sprints.

The outcomes from our approach include:
1. A working model of IBP for key Product Segments
2. CPI specifications for the ERP Integration
3. Justification and Business Case for the IBP Deployment
4. Templates, Analytics, and Dashboards to run a
		 better business
5. Trained Business and IT SME’s on
SAP IBP
6. Catalog of Company Best Practices
8 9 10 11 12
7. Fit to Standard Assessment
8. Licensing arrangements for
optimizing your IBP rollout

Weeks
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6

Sprints
Installation and Activation
Overview and Basic Training
Product Seg 1
Product Seg 2
Product Seg 3
Realization Planning
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2
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A significant challenge addressed during the Discovery phase
was to determine the order and prioritization of the sprints.
Different stakeholders lobbied for their respective product
segments. The criteria for evaluation included:
• Complexity of the product build
• Revenue as a % of the business
• Margin as a % of the business
• Representative product segment and scalability
• Availaility of reliable sales and production data

SAP IBP Starter Edition is a simple, costeffective way to transform your supply
chain. Our consultants have helped
customers get the most out of their
SAP IBP initiatives for S&OP, Demand
Planning, Supply Planning, Inventory,
and Response and Supply, along with Analytics and DecisionSupport.
If you want to see how you can be agile and stand up IBP Starter
Edition or Enterprise Edition in the shortest possible time,
contact Kent Lamb, kent@titanconsulting.net, 214.632.5621;
or contact your Titan Consulting Director. You can see
additional information on our Advisory Services page at www.
titanconsulting.net.
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